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SUMMARY

The familiarity of mature thermal technologies for brine concentra-
tion and crystallization is likely to sustain their widespread deploy-
ment despite their high capital and operational (i.e., energy) costs
relative to emerging non-thermal alternatives. This critical review
and analysis evaluates the potential for recent innovations in
manufacturing devices for improved heat and mass transfer to
demonstrably reduce the lifecycle costs of these thermal desalina-
tion technologies. We identify three promising innovation applica-
tions, including novel heat transfer geometries enabled by additive
manufacturing, emerging surface engineering methods to promote
dropwise condensation, and new polymer-/polymer-composite-
based heat transfer components. Based on the estimated cost and
performance impacts of these material and process modifications,
we find that polymer-/polymer-composite-based heat transfer de-
vices have the largest potential to reduce the unit cost of water in
the near term. Throughout the review, we also highlight remaining
research gaps and unmet technoeconomic targets that would
benefit from future investigation and collaboration between the
heat transfer and desalination communities.

INTRODUCTION

High performance, cost-effective, single-phase and two-phase heat transfer compo-

nents are critical system elements in a wide range of functional devices. Recent

research on various convective heat transfer enhancement techniques1–3 has widely

benefited the energy efficiency of components used in current refrigeration/HVAC,4

automotive,5 and semiconductor6 systems. The system-level cost effectiveness of

these advances have been enabled by the lower cost fabrication of more complex,

novel heat transfer geometries with improved manufacturing techniques,7,8 design

insights gained from increasingly powerful computational tools for thermo-fluidic

optimization,9,10 and deeper understanding of how tomanipulate solid-liquid-vapor

interfaces through surface engineering approaches.11,12

The adoption of innovations in heat transfer and heat recovery systems has been

slower in thermal evaporation-driven water treatment systems. Hindering imple-

mentation is a lack of experimental heat transfer data for new technologies with

seawater as the working fluid, which has different heat transfer characteristics

compared with refrigerants and fresh water frequently used in other industries.13

Thermal desalination plants also operate with long lifecycles (>20 years),14 resulting

in a low turnover rate and fewer opportunities to test and demonstrate new

technologies. Finally, the corrosivity and high fraction of sparingly soluble salts in

common desalination feed streams enhance the degree of corrosion and fouling

of heat exchange surfaces.15,16 As a result, heat transfer innovations that have
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Figure 1. Overview of specific energy consumption and cost breakdown in thermal desalination

systems

(A) Estimates for total specific energy consumption (combined thermal and electrical, electrical

component shown with slanted fill) for current typical and state-of-the-art MSF, MED, and MVC

processes21–28 overlaid with thermodynamic theoretical minimum energy of separation for 25
�
C

seawater at 40,000 ppm TDS with 40% recovery. Upper and lower ranges are determined based on

averages of reported higher intensity/lower intensity ranges in literature.

(B) Unit water cost broken down into specific capital and operating costs29 for a standard large

capacity MED plant based on averages of estimates from Bhojwani et al.,30 World Bank,31 Wade,32

and Sadeghi.33 Capital costs of heat transfer equipment and operational costs of heating utilities

occupy a significant portion of the unit product cost and present significant opportunities for

implementation of cheaper heat transfer materials and more efficient heat transfer designs.
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been generalized to a wide range of applications tend to encounter more resistance

to adoption in water treatment systems.

In the absence of alternative non-thermal, commercialized systems for high salinity

water treatment,17 it is critical to explore methods for improving heat and mass

transfer in thermal desalination, brine concentration, and crystallization processes.18

Figure 1A plots the specific energy consumption for current typical/state-of-the-art

multi-stage flash (MSF), multi-effect distillation (MED), and mechanical vapor

compression (MVC) desalination processes. Even with current state-of-the-art

technology, these thermal desalination processes are extremely energy intensive.

Thermal desalination relies on phase change for separation, and the latent heat of

vaporization of water is typically orders of magnitude higher than the theoretical

minimum energy of separation.19 While more energy efficient designs attempt to

maximize latent heat recovery through vapor recompression, using multiple

stages/effects, and/or integrating heat exchangers for sensible heat recovery, cur-

rent systems are limited by exergy destruction due to the inefficiencies of individual

heat transfer components.20

More efficient heat transfer componentswould reduce the unit product cost aswell as

energy consumption of thermally desalinated water. Though unit product costs vary

significantly depending on region, feed quality, plant capacity, and energy costs,

typical ranges for MSF, MED, and MVC processes can vary from $1–$1.9, $1–$1.5,

and $0.9–$2.4, respectively.21,22,30–33 Figure 1B plots the approximate unit cost

breakdown for water desalinated by a standard MED plant. Nearly 50% of operating

costs are incurred by heating utilities to supply the necessary temperature difference

to drive phase separation within the system.More efficient heat transfer components

could reduce operational costs by achieving the same unit productivity for the

same heat transfer area with lower heat input requirements. Conversely, higher
1200 Joule 6, 1199–1229, June 15, 2022
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performance heat transfer components could also lead to reductions in capital costs

by reducing the total amount of required heat transfer area. A recent cost analysis of

an MED system found that increasing the overall evaporator heat transfer coefficient

by 100% could reduce the total annualized system cost by as much as 19%.29

In this critical review, we assess recent innovations in single- and two-phase heat

transfer component designs for their potential to improve the environmental sus-

tainability and commercial viability of thermal, evaporation-driven water treatment

systems. Although system-level optimization and hybridization schemes present

one pathway for improvement in future thermal desalination systems,34,35 lower

cost, higher efficiency heat transfer components would enable broad, collective

improvement across all system types. We frame the discussion primarily in the

context of existing thermal desalination systems due to their well-established cost

and performance benchmarks over many decades of commercial usage. We note,

however, that an overarching goal of the review is to identify areas of heat transfer

research that can potentially benefit a wide range of thermal water treatment

processes, including future brine concentration and crystallization systems to

meet the pressing market demand for high salinity brine disposal solutions.

We begin the review by introducing basic evaporation, condensation, and single-

phase heat transfer phenomena shared across existing thermal desalination sys-

tems. We highlight process challenges, in particular scaling concerns, that currently

guide heat transfer material selection and component designs for these systems.

Based on these guidelines, we identify three areas of heat transfer research that

show the most promise for improving the cost-performance ratio of heat transfer

devices currently used in thermal desalination. These include the additive

manufacturing of novel single-phase heat transfer geometries, surface engineering

of existing metallic heat transfer surfaces to promote dropwise condensation, and

low-cost polymer and polymer-composite heat transfer materials for single- and

two-phase heat transfer applications. Throughout, we highlight key challenges

and research needs in applying these innovations to desalination systems and

discuss the potential cost-performance trade-offs in implementation. In doing so,

we hope to provide heat transfer researchers with a contextualized understanding

of relevant technoeconomic targets in desalination systems.

CURRENT PRACTICE IN HEAT TRANSFER SYSTEMS IN THERMAL
DESALINATION

This section briefly summarizes current system designs, operating conditions, and

material selection for standard MED, VC, and MSF desalination processes. We

describe the fundamental heat transfer phenomena required to drive separation

and recover fresh water from each of the different desalination schemes and high-

light the design challenges posed by high salinity working fluids in phase change

desalination processes.

Key heat transfer phenomena in thermal desalination

The key heat transfer phenomena shared across MED, VC, and MSF systems consist

of evaporation steps to drive phase separation, condensation steps to recover fresh

water, and liquid-steam or liquid-liquid heat exchange steps for pre-heating and

sensible energy recovery. The intake stream to be evaporated/concentrated is

labeled as the feed stream and the resulting freshwater stream, after condensation,

as the distillate. The concentrated stream output is referred to as the brine, which

can be recycled to preheat the feed stream in heat exchangers before being rejected

as the ultimate byproduct of desalination.
Joule 6, 1199–1229, June 15, 2022 1201



Figure 2. Basic heat transfer processes in MED, VC, and MSF systems

(A) Cross-sectional view of first effect in an MED system with a falling tube evaporator. External steam circulated through the heat transfer tube interiors

condenses, releases latent heat, and evaporates feed sprayed onto the tube exteriors. Freshly generated vapor is sent to the next effect to repeat the

process.

(B) Schematic of a single effect MVC system with a falling plate evaporator. Superheated, compressed vapor condenses on one side of thin plates while

feed (potentially mixed with brine) evaporates from the other side in a falling film. Wire meshes or grids may be added to stabilize the falling film and

increase heat transfer rates.

(C) Schematic of cross-sectional view of the first stage in an MSF system. Pre-heated feed enters a flash chamber, evaporates, then condenses on the

outside of horizontal condenser tubes. The distillate is collected in a tray while the brine goes on to the next stage and is flashed again.
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Phase separation in both MED and VC systems occurs through evaporation from

solid heat transfer surfaces, most commonly in the form of falling film tube evapora-

tors. While the driving force for phase separation in MED systems is typically sup-

plied through an external heat source, such as steam from a boiler, VC systems

obtain heat by superheating vapor through mechanical compression (MVC) or ther-

mal compression (TVC) via a steam jet ejector. Current state-of-the-art combined

MED-TVC systems leverage a thermal vapor compression step to reduce input

steam requirements, increase system efficiencies, and reduce energy consumption

compared with stand-alone MED systems.36 Stand-alone VC systems are typically

used for smaller capacity production of <4,000 m3/d due to compressor capacity

limitations, while stand-alone MED or combined MED-TVC systems can have

average capacities of 30,000 m3/d or more since the majority of the heat is supplied

externally.

A simplified schematic of the falling film tube evaporator in the very first effect of a

typical stand-aloneMED system without TVC is shown in Figure 2A. In the first effect,

externally supplied hot steam flows through the interior of smooth, horizontal

metallic tube bundles and evaporates/boils feedwater sprayed onto the exterior
1202 Joule 6, 1199–1229, June 15, 2022
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of the tubes by releasing latent heat through condensation. In an MED-TVC system,

the steam would undergo an additional thermal vapor compression step before

entering the tubes. The sprayed feed forms a thin liquid film as it drips from one

tube to the next, which enables high evaporative heat transfer coefficients in the or-

der of 104 Wm�2K�1or higher.37,38 After evaporation, the newly generated vapor

passes through the tube interiors of the second effect, where it condenses into

distillate and releases a portion of the latent heat supplied by the first effect. The

recovered latent heat drives the evaporation of fresh feed sprayed onto the tube

exteriors, and the process continues through multiple effects. Since additional

heat is not added between effects, each subsequent effect operates at a slightly

lower pressure to maintain a continuous driving force for phase separation. The final

distillate and brine streams can be recirculated through a heat exchanger with the

feed stream to recover sensible heat. Maximum operating temperatures in MED

systems are typically limited to 70�C at the first effect to minimize the formation of

thick, high thermal resistance scaling layers from supersaturation of CaSO4 on the

outside of the heat transfer tubes.

Falling plate evaporators are newer, more compact alternatives to falling tube evap-

orators, and they have been proposed for application in MED as well as VC sys-

tems.39,40 An example stand-alone MVC system with a falling plate evaporator is

shown in Figure 2B. In this configuration, an array of thin, parallel plates is divided

into alternating evaporating and condensing cells. Along a single plate, seawater

flows downward and evaporates from a thin film on one side, while superheated va-

por condenses on the opposing side. The brine stream is split and partially used to

preheat incoming feed along with the resulting distillate stream, while another

portion is mixed with the feed and passed through the plate evaporator again.

Though falling plate evaporators have yet to be adopted as an industry standard,

they have the potential to outperform tube-based evaporators by maintaining

more uniform liquid films during phase change. In falling film tube evaporators,

both intertube and intratube heat transfer coefficients can vary significantly, de-

pending on the tube bundle arrangement and liquid spray distribution.41,42 The

formation of dry spots on the exterior of hard-to-reach tubes underutilizes the

heat transfer area and is particularly detrimental to efficient system operation.43

Falling plate evaporators are far less susceptible to dry spot formation due to the

greater uniformity of film distribution, particularly when additional wire grids or

spacers are included between plates to stabilize the falling film, promote turbulence,

and improve local heat transfer coefficients.44

In contrast with MED and VC systems, phase separation in MSF systems occurs

from the liquid bulk instead of a solid surface. As seen in Figure 2C, feed pre-heat-

ed by an external heat source such as steam passes into a flash chamber, then va-

porizes due to expansion. The generated vapor condenses into distillate on the

outside of condenser tube bundles that are cooled by recirculated feed to recover

the latent heat. The remaining brine after flashing in the first stage is passed to a

subsequent series of flash chambers, each at a lower pressure, and more distillate

is collected with each stage. Since the phase separation does not occur on a solid

surface, MSF systems are less prone to severe scaling issues and operate at higher

maximum temperatures of approximately 120�C. Though there was significant in-

terest in geometrically enhanced tubes to improve filmwise condensation heat

transfer in MSF systems in the 1970s,45–47 current MSF systems primarily use

smooth, unenhanced tube bundles such as those used in MED for their lower cap-

ital cost.
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While the heat transfer components used for phase separation and condensation

vary depending on thermal desalination system type, system designs tend to use

similar heat exchangers for pre-heating and energy recovery. Most preheater and

energy recovery systems are designed with widely available shell and tube or plate

and frame heat exchangers, and less emphasis is placed on process-specific optimi-

zation of these elements.48,49 Identifying higher performance heat exchangers for

these purposes represents a substantial opportunity to increase the energy effi-

ciency and reduce costs across multiple types of thermal water treatment systems.

For instance, non-standard, higher performance plate heat exchanger configura-

tions have proven capable of reducing total unit water costs in MVC systems by

more than 50%.50 Even further improvements may be possible by replacing tradi-

tional shell/tube and plate/frame designs with novel heat exchanger geometries

enabled by recent fabrication advances with processes such as additive

manufacturing. We therefore consider this topic as our first focus area of interest

during our review of relevant heat transfer innovations.

Effects of scaling on heat transfer component design

Improvements in heat transfer component design for thermal desalination systems

must remain robust in the face of scale formation. Scaling is a complex, transient pro-

cess that can fundamentally alter the mechanisms of heat transfer at the fluid-solid

interface. The rate of scale formation in different systems depends on multiple fac-

tors, such as the material and chemistry of the heat transfer surface, salinity and

composition of the feed, operating temperature, and fluid velocity. The effect of

scale formation on heat transfer performance is frequently quantified in the heat

transfer community by a thermal fouling resistance, Rf, that captures the additional

resistance imposed by unwanted deposits onto the heat transfer surface. Rf is not

to be confused with the fouling resistance in membrane science,51 which refers to

the ability of amembrane surface to resist foulant contamination. Though the thermal

fouling resistanceRf is technically a lumpedparameter that includes the thermal resis-

tance fromall deposits, includingbiofouling and any other suspendedparticulates,Rf

is primarily dominated in thermal desalination by scaling from crystallization of dis-

solved salts. CaCO3, CaSO4, and Mg(OH)2 are particularly prevalent species that ac-

count for a majority of scale formation in different thermal desalination processes.

In the early stages of scale formation, a thin scaling layer can actually enhance heat

transfer coefficients relative to smooth surfaces, resulting in a negative Rf value.
52 In

single-phase systems, this enhancement is attributed to a higher degree of surface

roughness that promotes turbulence and mixing.53 In two-phase systems with

boiling, an initial scale layer can improve thermal performance by increasing the

number of available bubble nucleation sites.54,55 As scale continues to accumulate,

however, the growing thermal conduction resistance of the scaling layer eventually

outweighs any potential convective heat transfer enhancement at the scale surface.

When this occurs, typically after only a few hours, Rf becomes positive and continues

to increase with time until cleaning is performed.56,57 The general strategy is, there-

fore, to mitigate scale formation as much as possible because the time window for

potential convective heat transfer enhancement with a thin scaling layer is short-

lived relative to the timescale for system operation. The qualitative summary of

the impact of these different stages of scale formation on thermal fouling resistance

is shown in Figure 3.

The detrimental impact of scale formation on heat transfer performance is, at

present, an unavoidable contributor to the high energy consumption and cost of cur-

rent thermal desalination systems. Even though current systems are carefully
1204 Joule 6, 1199–1229, June 15, 2022



Figure 3. Qualitative plot of representative thermal fouling resistance on a heat transfer surface

with time

(A) During initial stages, enhanced heat transfer from a thin scaling layer may cause negative fouling

resistances due to greater availability of bubble nucleation sites in two-phase systems or enhanced

mixing in single-phase systems.

(B) After extended periods of time, continued scale build-up results in an increasing, positive

fouling resistance due to the high conduction resistance of the scaling layer.

(C) Regular periodic cleaning can reduce the fouling resistance.
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engineered to minimize scale formation through various pretreatment pro-

cesses,58,59 top brine temperature limitations, and maintenance through periodic

acid60 or on-line ball cleaning,61 most heat exchangers are still approximately 25%

oversized to counteract the reduction in thermal performance introduced by

scaling.62,63 In addition to raising the capital cost of heat transfer components,

scaling also increases overall energy consumption. Scale formation at an evapora-

tion surface directly reduces the driving force for phase separation, requiring a larger

amount of thermal energy input to achieve the same evaporative flux. Scale forma-

tion during a heat recovery step can have even more severe consequences, as a

lower heat recovery efficiency increases the overall system heat loss and reduces

the driving force available for subsequent evaporation steps in multi-stage/multi-ef-

fect systems.

Scaling concerns therefore limit the range of feasible heat transfer enhancement

techniques that may be applicable to thermal desalination. For instance, although

a vast array of literature has shown that adding geometric features such as corruga-

tions/fins or reentrant cavities to otherwise smooth heat transfer surfaces can

enhance single-phase and two-phase convective heat transfer coefficients,64–67

respectively, these ‘‘enhanced surfaces’’ are typically reserved for industrial applica-

tions such as refrigeration that use liquids with low-fouling propensities.68 In thermal

desalination, enhanced surfaces may require constant maintenance and cleaning to

prevent relevant features from being obscured by a thick scaling layer. Delicate

geometric features may also degrade or be incompatible with existing on-line ball

cleaning systems.

Enhanced heat transfer surfaces with microscale surface topography can also in-

crease scale adhesion,69 detrimentally increasing the rate of scale accumulation.

This generally prevents the use of microscale surface structures relevant for
Joule 6, 1199–1229, June 15, 2022 1205
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single-phase heat transfer enhancement (typically in the 10–100-mm range) in ther-

mal desalination. There may still be an opportunity, however, to investigate nano-

scale surface structures for enhanced two-phase heat transfer. Although nanoscale

surface topography typically does not have an appreciable impact on single-phase

heat transfer, patterned nanoscale structures such as nanowires can enable boiling

at low superheats and increase boiling heat transfer coefficients by more than

33.70 Recent studies have also reported that nanoscale surface roughness does

not appear to have as pronounced an effect on scale formation,71 and there may

in fact be an optimal nanoscale roughness that minimizes scale accumulation.72

Further studies to define the relationships between nanoscale surface topography,

scale formation, and two-phase heat transfer performance may be worthwhile routes

of investigation. Success in this area could enable the development of new thermal

desalination configurations that benefit from the high heat transfer rates of boiling

phase change with lower energy requirements.

Overall, identifying more scale-resistant surfaces represents a pressing area of

research need for thermal desalination applications. In addition to loosening restric-

tions on possible heat transfer component designs, better scale resistance could

enable systems such as MED to operate at higher top brine temperatures (TBTs)

and higher system efficiencies. While substrates with lower surface energies can

theoretically decrease the rate of scale formation by increasing the energy barrier

for heterogeneous nucleation,73,74 surface treatments to minimize scale formation

often simultaneously vary the chemistry, geometric structure, and wettability of

the surface. This results in scaling behavior governed by multiple coupled effects

and complicates efforts to identify optimal surface properties for scale resistance.

In general, however, polymer surfaces have typically been found to have lower rates

of scale formation compared with higher surface energy metallic surfaces.75,76

Although a more detailed review of scale formation on polymeric surfaces is outside

the scope of this paper, we discuss their potential to increase condensation heat

transfer coefficients and reduce raw material cost in the upcoming sections: ‘‘surface

coatings to enhance condensation heat transfer’’ and ‘‘polymers as heat transfer

materials.’’

Heat transfer material selection for thermal desalination

The major properties that determine heat transfer material selection for a given

thermal desalination process are corrosion resistance, thermal conductivity, and

cost. Common materials used in current thermal desalination systems for evapo-

rator/condenser tubes and heat exchanger plates include corrosion-resistant

metallic alloys such as aluminum-brass, copper-nickel, stainless steel, and titanium.

Corrosion resistance determines the minimum viable wall thickness for a heat

exchanger to operate reliably under thermal desalination process conditions, while

thermal conductivity combined with wall thickness determines the temperature drop

across the solid heat exchange surface. Ideally, this solid wall thermal resistance is as

low as possible tomaximize the overall heat transfer coefficient. Though titanium has

a low thermal conductivity relative to the other commonly used metallic alloys (17

Wm�1K�1 versus 40–100 Wm�1K�1), the superior corrosion resistance of titanium

enables wall thicknesses as thin as 0.5 mm. Other materials typically require wall

thicknesses of 0.9–1.2 mm.77 This allows titanium components to have wall resis-

tances comparable with those of other metallic alloys and minimizes any potential

performance degradation associated with the lower material thermal conductivity.

Final material selection for a specific process step ultimately depends on which ma-

terial is the most cost effective for a given set of operating conditions. Titanium is the
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most expensive on a per kg basis but also has the highest corrosion resistance and

can survive the harshest operating conditions. Copper-nickel alloys are second

ranked in terms of durability and cost, while aluminum-brass alloys are the cheapest

and typically reserved for lower temperature process steps with the mildest

conditions. A common approach to optimize cost and performance in falling film

evaporator tube bundles is to use titanium for the first few rows that are subjected

to the highest liquid spray velocities and aluminum-brass for the remaining rows.78

Though surface chemistry is not amajor factor driving current material selection, suc-

cessful surface engineering of existing heat transfer surfaces could improve

condenser-side heat transfer coefficients by altering the wetting behavior at fluid-

solid interfaces. Metallic surfaces have relatively higher surface energies that wet

easily with water and are hydrophilic. This benefits evaporator-side heat transfer co-

efficients with falling film tube/plate evaporators, as lower contact angles promote

liquid spreading, resulting in thinner liquid films and lower film conduction resis-

tances.79 Conversely, highly wetting surfaces typically promote filmwise condensa-

tion over dropwise condensation, which results in the formation of a high thermal

resistance, thick liquid film between the condensing vapor and heat transfer

surface. As dropwise condensation heat transfer coefficients can typically be

more than 53–103 higher than filmwise condensation heat transfer coefficients,80

implementing a dropwise-promoting coating could lead to widespread perfor-

mance improvements across various condenser types used in thermal desalination

systems. We review recent progress in this area as our second topic of interest in

‘‘relevant heat transfer innovations applicable to thermal desalination.’’

Finally, in lieu of methods to raise the performance of heat transfer components in

thermal desalination systems, an alternative cost reduction route is to use cheaper

heat transfer materials. Though metallic alloys have long been favored due to their

inherently high thermal conductivities, a sufficiently cheaper material could still lead

to overall cost savings, even with an inferior thermal performance. Polymer blends,

for instance, have excellent corrosion resistance and can be an order of magnitude

cheaper per kg compared with the corrosion-resistant metallic alloys currently being

used. In addition to lower cost, polymers could reduce system weight, ease system

fabrication, and provide naturally hydrophobic condenser surfaces to promote

dropwise condensation. Different polymer chemistries and surface modification ap-

proaches such as plasma treatments81 can also render hydrophilic polymer surfaces

more suitable for evaporator surfaces, as described above. The primary drawbacks

of polymers compared to metallic alloys are low thermal conductivities, lower

melting points, and high coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE). These material

properties for a few different polymer heat exchanger candidates are compared

against traditional metallic thermal desalination heat transfer materials in Table 1.

As our final topic of interest regarding heat transfer innovations applicable to ther-

mal desalination, we review the key performance metrics required for polymers and

polymer-based composites to serve as suitable heat transfer material alternatives for

thermal desalination systems.

RELEVANT HEAT TRANSFER INNOVATIONS APPLICABLE TO
THERMAL DESALINATION

Based on the review of current practice and system designs in standard thermal

desalination systems, we identified three distinct research opportunities for

reducing the cost and increasing the performance of heat exchange devices in ther-

mal desalination. The areas are chosen based on their potential to have the broadest

impact across a wide range of thermal desalination systems. First, we investigate the
Joule 6, 1199–1229, June 15, 2022 1207



Table 1. Summary of the thermal conductivity, density, raw material cost, and wettability of

various polymers and metallic alloys suitable for use in thermal desalination

Material

Thermal
conductivity
[Wm�1K�1] Wettability

Density
[kg/m3]

Cost
$/kg $/m2

CTE
[ppm K�1]

HDPE 0.5 hydrophobic 956 0.9 0.1 150

PTFE 0.2 hydrophobic 2,200 10 2 120

PEEK 0.25 hydrophobic 1,300 80 10 160

SS2507 17 hydrophilic 7,800 8 62 13

CuNi 70/30 29 hydrophilic 8,940 12 107 16

CuNi 90/10 50 hydrophilic 8,950 10 90 17

Al-Br 76/22/2 100 hydrophilic 7,500 8 60 18.5

titanium 17 hydrophilic 4,500 28 63 2.6

Thermophysical properties of metals and polymers are from Shah82 and the Polymer Data Handbook.83

$/kg values are based on current market price estimates. $/m2 values assume 100-mm thickness for poly-

mers, 1-mm thickness for stainless steel/copper/aluminum alloys, and 500-mm thickness for titanium.
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possible replacement of conventional single-phase heat exchanger geometries such

as shell/tube and plate/frame with novel geometries enabled by topology optimiza-

tion and additive manufacturing. Next, we review recent progress in next generation

surface coatings to promote dropwise condensation over filmwise condensation of

steam, which can potentially increase condensation heat transfer coefficients by up

to 5–103 compared with current untreated condenser surfaces. Finally, we examine

the potential cost-performance trade-offs of replacing traditional metal alloys with

cheaper heat transfer materials such as polymers/polymer composites. For each

area of interest, we highlight key performance metrics, implications for system

design, and open research questions.

Novel heat transfer geometries for pre-heating and energy recovery

Novel complex heat transfer geometries can be leveraged to improve the convec-

tive heat transfer coefficients of heat exchangers used for pre-heating and energy

recovery in thermal desalination systems. Although a wide range of geometries

can be fabricated with existing mass-manufacturing processes such as sheet metal

stamping, chemical etching,84 and more recently, casting,85 additive manufacturing

is a particularly powerful process that has enabled thermal engineers to push the

boundaries of existing heat transfer component designs. In contrast with conven-

tional processes, where material is molded or subtracted from a raw material block

to form a desired geometry, additive manufacturing creates geometries through

multiple steps of material addition, typically in a layer-wise fashion. A wide range

of processes are applicable to additively manufactured heat exchangers, including

powder bed fusion, vat photopolymerization, and fused filament fabrication (Fig-

ure 4). Variations on these processes can be applied to a wide range of materials,

including metallic alloys, polymers, composites, and ceramics.86,87 We refer the

reader to Jafari and Wits88, Deisenroth et al.89, and Kaur and Singh90 for further

detailed reviews on specific additive manufacturing technologies relevant to heat

exchanger fabrication.

Additive manufacturing confers the ability to fabricate complex geometries that are

either inaccessible or prohibitively expensive to manufacture with traditional pro-

cesses.91 This has allowed researchers to deviate from traditional shell and tube or

plate and frame configurations to explore more complex geometries and material

combinations that exchange heat through entirely different flow patterns. An

example of a novel polymer/metal cross-media air-water heat exchanger92 fabri-

cated with fused filament fabrication is shown in Figure 5A. Metallic wires were
1208 Joule 6, 1199–1229, June 15, 2022



Figure 4. Overview of common additive manufacturing processes

Schematics depicting basic operations for (A) powder bed fusion, (B) vat photopolymerization, and

(C) fused filament fabrication.
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used to thermally couple air- and water-side flows, enabling low cost and low ther-

mal conductivity polymer tubes to be used for the water flow without any significant

detriment to thermal performance. This configuration demonstrated an increase of

more than 200% in terms of heat transfer per unit volume compared with state-of-

the-art plate-fin heat exchangers.

Other novel approaches to heat exchanger design have leveraged triply periodic

minimal structures such as gyroids (Figure 5B), which arise naturally in a range of

biological formations. Their high surface area to volume ratio enhances performance

in a range of multi-functional mechanical, electrical, optical, and heat transfer

applications.95–98 Simulations of gyroid-based configurations for liquid-liquid heat

exchange have predicted up to an 88% enhancement in heat transfer coefficient

relative to conventional plate heat exchangers, though with the penalty of a 193

increase in pressure drop.99

Similar trade-offs between heat transfer and pressure drop have been observed with

other novel heat exchanger designs. Figure 5C shows an additively manufactured

‘‘multi-furcating’’ heat exchanger geometry developed for fuel and oil heat exchange

in aerospace applications.93Unit cells of trifurcatingbranches repeatedly reset the ther-

mal boundary layer by directing the fluid to divide and recombine. The novel heat

exchanger matched the thermal performance of traditional designs and significantly

reduced overall mass and volume, but increased the pressure drop by approximately

33. Theadditionof variousgeometric features toenhancemixing,promote turbulence,
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Figure 5. Examples of novel heat exchanger geometries enabled by additive manufacturing

(A) Cross-media polymer/metal air-water heat exchanger (reproduced from Arie et al.,92 ª 2020,

Elsevier).

(B) Triply periodic minimal gyroid structure with high surface area to volume ratio leveraged for

additively manufactured heat exchanger designs.

(C) Novel multi-furcating heat exchanger fabricated from direct laser melting (reproduced from

Gerstler et al.,93 ª 2017, IEEE, and reprinted with permission from IEEE proceedings).

(D and E) (D) Baseline shell and tube design used as a starting point to generate (E) a novel heat

exchanger architecture discovered by topology optimization with microvilli to enhance heat

transfer (reproduced from Høghøj et al., 94 ª 2020, Elsevier).
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and/or increase surface area almost always results in subsequent increases in flow

friction factors.100 Efficient and cost-effective designs must offer increases in heat

transfer capacity that outweigh the additional pumping power required. These

results emphasize the need to optimize across multiple thermal desalination

process objectives simultaneously or pick a single objective function, such as cost

per unit volume of water, such that the additional pumping power for higher perfor-

mance heat exchangers is properly weighed against the reductions in total input

heating energy.

Numerical approaches are powerful methods to aid in the discovery of new heat

exchanger geometries that optimize the ratio of heat transfer enhancement relative

to pressure drop increase. Originally developed for solid mechanics problems,101

topology optimization is an iterative process that repeatedly distributes material

over a fixed, discretized design domain until an objective function is satisfied.

Objective functions in heat transfer problems may include minimizing temperature

non-uniformity in heat sink design, maximizing the total heat transfer for heat

exchangers, and reducing the overall fluid pressure drop. The method has been
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successful at generating novel geometries for both pure heat conduction102 and

single-fluid convection problems.103–105

Recently, researchers have also demonstrated the application of topology optimiza-

tion for the more complex problem of liquid-liquid heat exchange. Høghøj et al.

started with a shell and tube type heat exchanger baseline (Figure 5D) and obtained

a topology-optimized structure (Figure 5E) with irregular branches and microvilli-

type features that maximized the heat exchange between the cold and hot fluid

pathways.94 For the same maximum pressure drop limitation, the topology-opti-

mized structure was able to transfer up to 113% more heat relative to the baseline

shell and tube design. Unfortunately, even sophisticated additive manufacturing

techniques may be incapable of fabricating these microvilli features, and they may

also be susceptible to clogging by the complex feed waters seen in desalination

and brine concentration systems.

Though additive manufacturing combined with numerical optimization methods has

proven capable of generating novel, higher performance heat transfer geometries,

the quality of additively manufactured parts may inhibit their application in thermal

desalination. Additively manufactured materials can possess unique microstructures

that result in different thermal, mechanical, and chemical properties from bulk

values.106,107 These microstructures can vary depending on the build plane orienta-

tion, resulting in materials that exhibit anisotropic corrosion behavior.108 This

creates uncertainty around how to design reliable, additively manufactured heat

exchangers for thermal desalination applications, as current minimum heat

exchanger wall thicknesses are based on data for corrosion behaviors of convention-

ally manufactured parts after years of testing in the field.

Porosity in additively manufactured parts is another persistent defect that can

reduce part quality and reliability. Only 10% porosity in heat sinks fabricated with se-

lective laser melting, for instance, can reduce the effective thermal conductivity by

up to 60%.109 In addition to possible reductions in thermal conductivity, porosity

could also lead to unintended mixing between different salinity streams during ther-

mal desalination heat exchange. Though additional research has shown that tuning

the laser scanning parameters can improve the part density,110 hermiticity must be

absolutely guaranteed for additively manufactured parts to be viable in thermal

desalination.

Finally, additively manufactured parts have higher degrees of surface roughness that

could lead to larger amounts of scale accumulation. Typical reported roughness

values for additively manufactured parts range from 10 to 20 mm, with some variation

depending on process parameters and material.111–113 As discussed in ‘‘effects of

scaling on heat transfer component design,’’ roughness of this length scale can

enhance single-phase convective heat transfer coefficients but also increases scale

adhesion, resulting in thicker scaling layers that ultimately degrade heat transfer per-

formance. Surface roughness can also lead to unpredictable heat transfer behavior,

such as early transitions to turbulence and higher-than-expected friction factors.114

Though post processing steps, such as chemical vapor smoothing115 and abrasive

flow machining,116 can reduce the surface roughness of additively manufactured

parts to less than 2 mm, these will add additional cost.

Establishing the value of novel heat exchanger geometries in thermal desalination

processes will require a comprehensive framework that considers manufacturing

cost and complexity, reliability, maintenance requirements, and trade-offs between
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the heat transfer rate and pumping power. Successful numerical approaches to

discover optimal geometries for thermal desalination will benefit from the develop-

ment of more sophisticated models that can account for conjugate heat transfer

phenomena, surface roughness effects, and—perhaps most importantly—the influ-

ence of mass transfer and concentration gradients on fouling and scaling. Long fluid

residence times and stagnation zones, for example, can promote scalant precipita-

tion from the bulk fluid.117 Although novel 3D printed spacer designs have been

leveraged to reduce residence times and scaling inmembrane distillation (MD)mod-

ules,118 residence time has been largely omitted as an optimization parameter in

heat transfer component design.

Surface coatings to enhance condensation heat transfer

Surface engineering to promote dropwise condensation over filmwise condensation

is another promising avenue to improve heat transfer performance in thermal

desalination systems by enhancing local condensation heat transfer coefficients. In

filmwise condensation, condensing liquid spreads easily across the condensing

surface, resulting in a liquid film that creates a high thermal resistance layer between

the condensing vapor and heat transfer surface. In contrast, dropwise condensation

occurs when discrete droplets form on the condensation surface. At a critical size,

external forces such as gravity promote shedding of these droplets from the surface,

allowing new droplets to form at the now vacant nucleation sites. Dropwise conden-

sation typically occurs on hydrophobic surfaces, though recent studies have shown

that hydrophilic surfaces with minimal contact angle hysteresis can also sustain

dropwise condensation.119

Observations of dropwise condensation in literature have reported 53–103

enhancements in heat transfer coefficient over filmwise condensation.80,120,121 The

superior heat transfer coefficient is typically attributed to (1) a reduction in the liquid

conduction resistance due to microscopic droplets that transfer the majority of the

heat122 and (2) the mechanism of droplet shedding and rapid liquid removal from

the condensate surface. In the past two decades, researchers have also discovered

that an additional jumping droplet condensation mode can occur from superhydro-

phobic, functionalized nanostructured surfaces.123 In this mode, the release of

excess surface energy upon coalescence drives droplet release from the surface

(including in anti-gravity orientations) and can achieve up to 30% higher condensa-

tion heat transfer coefficients compared with state-of-the-art dropwise condensing

surfaces.124 Schematics of dropwise condensation occurring on a hydrophobic sur-

face (A) and jumping droplets departing a superhydrophobic nanostructured surface

(B) are provided in Figure 6.

A 53–103 enhancement in local condensation heat transfer coefficient could in-

crease heat transfer rates, reduce heat transfer area requirements, and lower capital

and operating costs across a range of different thermal desalination and brine con-

centration applications. Analyses for MVC systems have estimated that implement-

ing dropwise condensing surfaces could reduce total production costs of water by

23%–35%.125–127 Studies have also found that hydrophobic128 and superhydropho-

bic129 surfaces that promote dropwise/jumping droplet condensation in air gap

membrane distillation (AGMD) systems can significantly increase permeate flux.

While the results of these analyses and studies are promising, dropwise and/or

jumping droplet condensation has yet to be demonstrated in thermal desalination

on an industrial scale. This is primarily due to the difficulty in finding low cost, reliable

methods of producing hydrophobic and/or superhydrophobic surfaces that exhibit
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Figure 6. Overview of dropwise and jumping dropwise condensation on modified surfaces

(A) Dropwise condensation on a hydrophobic surface after the application of a dropwise-

promoting layer to a metallic substrate.

(B) Jumping droplets departing from superhydrophobic, functionalized nanostructured surfaces

after releasing excess energy from droplet coalescence.
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long-term durability. As previously mentioned, current thermal desalination systems

use condensers formed from relatively high surface energy metals such as aluminum,

copper, and titanium alloys. These surfaces are typically hydrophilic and result in

wetting and filmwise condensation upon contact with water vapor. A few analyses

for thermal desalination systems have assumed that smooth, untreated titanium sur-

faces can sustain dropwise condensation,127,130 but this has not been consistently

demonstrated experimentally.131,132 Achieving stable dropwise condensation on

these metallic surfaces is likely to require surface treatment via ion implantation/

ion plating, deposition of low surface energy polymer coatings,133,134 or surface

functionalization with self-assembled monolayers (SAMs)135 (Figure 7). Each of these

surface treatment mechanisms, however, has drawbacks that have, thus far, in-

hibited widespread industrial application.

Ion implantation/plating was successfully used at an industrial scale in the early

1990s to create dropwise condensing surfaces on brass tubes in an industrial steam

condenser.136 At the time of publication, the steam condenser had operated suc-

cessfully for 4 years without degradation of the condensation performance. At the

time of this review, however, we are unaware of any additional industrial follow-up

studies using this technique or further industrial demonstrations of dropwise

condensation. This is likely because such techniques remain prohibitively expensive

for large-format applications such as thermal desalination. Ion implantation/plating

systems rely on large, high-voltage vacuum chambers to embed ions into a thin layer

below or on the surface,137,138 which results in alloyed top layers with reduced sur-

face energy and reduced wettability.139 These vacuum-based systems require high

capital investment costs, however, that result in expensive overall treatment costs in

the order of $10/m2.140–142

Spray- and dip-coated polymers offer a lower-cost route to surface modification, but

they can suffer from delamination of the polymer from the metal substrate and poor

long-term durability. After exposure to water vapor for days to months, thin polymer

films have a tendency to blister and peel off of metal heat transfer surfaces.133,143

Thicker coatings can help to mitigate this effect but create undesirably large thermal

resistances due to the low thermal conductivity of most polymers (<0.3 Wm�1K�1).
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Figure 7. Overview of common methods to create dropwise-promoting coatings on metallic

surfaces

Schematics show the basic components of (A) an ion implantation system, (B) polymer spray

coating, and (C) self-assembled monolayers.
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Assuming roughly a maximum 103 enhancement in heat transfer coefficient with

dropwise condensation, the thickness of the polymer coating must be approxi-

mately 2 mm or less to maintain the benefit of dropwise condensation over filmwise

condensation on an uncoated surface. This results in a so-called ‘‘coating conun-

drum,’’144 where polymer-based dropwise promoters have an inherent trade-off

between thermal resistance and mechanical robustness.

SAMs one-molecule thick may also be used to produce hydrophobic, dropwise-pro-

moting surfaces with negligible additional thermal resistance. SAMs are composed

of molecules with a ‘‘head’’ group (typically thiols or silanes) that reacts to and bonds

with the substrate and a functional ‘‘tail’’ group that exhibits the desired surface

properties (hydrophobicity in this case) after the SAM forms. Unfortunately, surfaces

functionalized by SAMs have been shown to rapidly degrade and lose hydrophobic-

ity after continuous condensation.145,146 Although varying the head group to sub-

strate bonding mechanism146 and controlling the application environment can

improve reliability,147 overall lifetimes are typically limited to just a few weeks.

Durability is an even more challenging issue for superhydrophobic surfaces used in

jumping droplet condensation. Many studies create superhydrophobic surfaces by

first etching or growing nanostructures on the metallic condenser substrate, then

coating a layer of hydrophobic material such as a silane.148,149 The nanostructures

are integral to maintain a superhydrophobic surface but are unfortunately suscepti-

ble to deformation and degradation after repeated condensation experiments.150

The stability of superhydrophobic surfaces for jumping droplet condensation has

typically been reported in terms of days,151–153 which is impractically short for

desalination applications.

Recent approaches to creating more durable, lower thermal resistance dropwise-

promoting coatings have included the use of metal-polymer composites.154,155
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Wilke et al. infiltrated Cu nanowires and CuO nanoblades grown directly on top of

Cu substrates with Teflon to create composite coating layers ranging from 1.5 to

20 mm thick.154 Even for the maximum thickness of 20 mm, the composite structures

still maintained an approximately 103 enhancement in heat transfer coefficient over

filmwise condensation. The testing duration was limited to approximately 6 months,

however, and further testing is needed to determine whether the coatings withstand

years of operation in harsh industrial desalination applications.

Another rapidly progressing area of research has focused on ultra-thin (<100 nm),

pinhole-free, conformal polymer coatings deposited with initiated chemical vapor

deposition (iCVD).156 In contrast to conventional polymer vapor deposition tech-

niques such as plasma enhanced CVD (PECVD), iCVD can maintain fast deposition

rates with complete functional group retention,157 thus creating opportunities for

lower cost, high-quality polymer film formation. Thin-film hydrophobic iCVD PTFE

coatings have been successfully commercialized, and they show promise for

improved reliability over conventionally applied spray/dip-coated PTFE layers that

suffer from poor adhesion.158 Initial dropwise condensation experiments on

aluminum substrates coated with 40 nm iCVD polymer films have also shown up

to 73 improvement in heat transfer coefficient over filmwise condensation, with esti-

mated degradation time constants in the order of approximately 1 year.159

Though these results are promising, we estimate that a dropwise-promoting coating

should have a minimum lifetime ranging from 5–10 years to be practical in current

thermal desalination systems. For perspective, older thermal desalination plants

have historically required undesirable plant shut down and acid cleaning every

1–2 years to remove scale build-up.160 Maintaining a dropwise-promoting surface

would not only require the plant to be shut down but also likely require a lengthy pro-

cess where the entire condenser assembly would need to be removed, cleaned, and

then reassembled after costly reapplication of the relevant coating. Ideally, a drop-

wise-promoting coating surface would be able to last the entire lifetime of the plant

(�30 years), though such a target may be unrealistic in practice.
Polymers as heat transfer materials

In lieu of higher performance heat transfer components, a final pathway to reduce

costs in thermal desalination is to replace traditional and expensive metallic alloy

heat transfer materials with cheaper, non-conventional materials such as polymers

or polymer composites. Polymers generally require less manufacturing energy161

relative to metals and have a much lower raw material cost. Polymers are typically

processed at much lower temperatures and are readily compatible with a wide range

of large-scale fabrication techniques, including injection molding, thermoforming

(for thermoplastics), extrusion, and roll-to-roll manufacturing.

The greatest weakness of polymers relative to metals for heat exchanger

applications is their low inherent thermal conductivity. Typical polymer thermal

conductivities can be orders of magnitude lower than metallic alloys. In heat transfer

applications, where the wall thermal resistance has an appreciable impact on the

overall thermal resistance, substituting polymers for metals can require significantly

more area to achieve the same total heat transfer. The two general strategies to

reduce the impact of wall thermal resistance with polymer components are to use

extremely thin (<100 mm) wall thicknesses or to infiltrate the polymer with a high ther-

mal conductivity filler to form a composite. Both strategies have been explored in

thermal desalination applications with some success.
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The use of thin polymers without composite fillers is well suited for plate-based heat

transfer component designs. Thin polymer films are easy to fabricate in sheet format

and can be either welded together or stacked to create a complete heat exchanger.

Commercial polymer heat exchangers have successfully implemented film

thicknesses less than 100 mmwith high strength plastics such as PEEK.162 To achieve

a thermal performance comparable with metallic alloys, however, pure polymer heat

exchangers with high convective fluid heat transfer coefficients are recommended to

have wall thicknesses less than 25 mm.163,164 Such ultra-thin PEEK films have been

successfully implemented in falling film plate evaporators, where the metallic grids

used to promote turbulence and stabilize falling films can simultaneously provide

additional mechanical stability.165,166 Even with slightly thicker walls, however,

the lower raw material cost of polymers can still provide an overall cost advantage

over metallic heat transfer components in some thermal desalination applications.

An early analysis of an MVC system concluded that even though plate PTFE heat

exchangers with 150 mm wall thickness would require up to approximately 33

more specific heat transfer area compared with metallic heat exchangers, they could

still have approximately 23 lower specific cost.167

Pure polymers are less practical for tube-based heat transfer components in thermal

desalination. Standard evaporator/condenser tubes used in thermal desalination sys-

tems are typically 25–30 mm in diameter and multiple meters long; they would require

detrimentally thick walls of 1 mm or more with unsupported polymers to maintain me-

chanical integrity.168 Relative to plate-based designs, tube-based designs are also less

likely tobenefit frommechanical support structuresdue to thehigherpossibility of clog-

ging and potential incompatibility with on-line ball cleaning systems.

Innovations in polymeric composites may therefore present a promising route to

replace metallic alloys for tube-based heat transfer components in thermal desalina-

tion.169–171 Past research has documented polymeric composite thermal conductiv-

ities as high as 20 Wm�1K�1 after incorporating high thermal conductivity fillers,

such as metal particles or carbon fibers,170 comparable in magnitude to titanium

(17Wm�1K�1). The thermal conductivity of composite materials is often orthotropic,

however, due to the use of anisotropic fillers that may align in the direction of extru-

sion or injection during manufacturing. This frequently results in composites that

have higher thermal conductivities in the material flow direction than the cross-plane

direction. As a result, realizing high polymeric composite thermal conductivities in

functional devices will require careful co-optimization of materials selection,

manufacturing approach, and unit process design.

A number of recent studies have demonstrated that composite polymers are viable,

cost-effective heat transfer materials in thermal desalination. High-density polyeth-

ylene (HDPE) filled with expanded graphite has, for instance, been proposed as a po-

tential replacement for titanium tubing inMED falling film evaporators.81,168 Estimates

show that even though HDPE composite tubes may require approximately 45% more

heat transfer area than titanium tubes, the final composite evaporator cost could still

be approximately 46% lower.168 Heat transfer experiments with water have also

demonstrated that 2-mm-thick HDPE composite plates (2 Wm�1K�1 thermal conduc-

tivity) can achieve overall heat transfer coefficients comparable to 1-mm-thick stainless

steel,81 though it should be noted that such good performance is only valid over the

range of relatively low overall heat transfer coefficients (<400 Wm�2K�1) tested.

We present a simple case study to demonstrate the effects of wall thickness, wall

thermal conductivity, and local convective heat transfer coefficients on the overall
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Figure 8. Effect of wall thermal resistance on overall heat transfer coefficient

(A) Simplified overview of key heat transfer parameters that govern the overall heat transfer of a

plate with thickness twall, thermal conductivity kwall, and convective heat transfer coefficient h on

both sides.

(B) Plot showing the reduction in overall heat transfer coefficient, U for a plate with convective

cooling on both sides with local heat transfer coefficient h as a function of the wall thermal

resistance, Rwall. U is non-dimensionalized by the overall heat transfer coefficient in the limit of zero

wall thermal resistance, UN:

(C) Comparison of raw material cost and required heat transfer area for commonly studied heat

exchanger polymers of HDPE, PTFE, and PEEK, with twall ranging from 25 to 500 mm. Results are

plotted in terms of cost and area ratios normalized to the absolute cost and area for a 500-mm-thick

titanium plate equivalent with h = 10,000 Wm�2K�1.
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heat transfer coefficient. The overall heat transfer coefficient of a plate, U, with

convective heat transfer on both sides can be described as

U =

�
2

h
+
twall
kwall

�� 1

(Equation 1)

where h is the convective heat transfer coefficient (assumed for simplicity to be equal

on both sides), twall is the wall thickness, and kwall is the wall thermal conductivity. A

schematic of this simple scenario is shown in Figure 8A. In the limit of an infinitely thin

wall with no wall thermal resistance, U = h/2 = UN. Figure 8B plots U/UNas a function

of the wall thermal resistance, Rwall = twall/kwall, for a range of convective heat transfer

coefficients where h = 200–10,000 Wm�2K�1.

As seen in the plot, the thermal properties of the wall become increasingly critical in

applications with higher heat transfer coefficients. In systems such as falling film

plate evaporation or turbulent liquid flows with high heat transfer coefficients on

both sides (�10,000 Wm�2K�1 or greater), it becomes apparent that a high wall

thermal resistance can significantly degrade the thermal performance. The leftmost

region of the plot represents typical metallic alloys used in thermal desalination

with thermal conductivities and thicknesses ranging from 17 to 50 Wm�1K�1 and

0.5 to 1.2 mm, respectively. The wall resistances Rwall in this case range from

3e�5 to 2e�4 K-m2/W and result in typical overall heat transfer coefficients,

U, ranging from approximately 50%–80% of the theoretical minimum. Using

unenhanced polymers more than 100 mm thick leads to Rwall > 5e�4 K-m2/W and
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reduces U to less than 30% of UN. If the polymer thickness can be reduced to 25 mm

or less, however, and/or the thermal conductivity is enhanced with a composite ma-

terial, the wall resistance and overall heat transfer coefficient can approach that of

metallic alloys.

On the other hand, Rwall becomes less significant in systems with lower convective

heat transfer coefficients. As seen in the plot, the ratio of U/UN becomes less sensi-

tive to Rwall as h decreases to 200 Wm�2K�1. In these systems, the convective heat

transfer resistances account for a larger portion of the overall thermal resistance,

thus reducing the impact of wall thermal properties on the overall heat transfer co-

efficient. For instance, using a relatively thick, unenhanced polymer reduces the

overall heat transfer coefficient by only about 8% compared with a metallic wall

for h = 200 Wm�2K�1.

Studies comparing the performance of polymers andmetals in laminar, single-phase

flow conditions with relatively low local heat transfer coefficients will therefore favor

the polymer. Convective heat transfer coefficients for single-phase heat exchangers

in thermal desalination systems vary widely as a function of flow rate and heat

exchanger type,49 underscoring the importance of these general scaling trends

when determining optimal polymer properties for cost-effective desalination

applications. This also highlights the importance of experimentation under relevant

thermal desalination process conditions to obtain accurate comparisons of polymer

performance relative to conventional metallic alloys.

We demonstrate how these effects contribute to raw material cost in Figure 8C.

Assuming the same simple plate configuration as described above, we calculate

the relative raw material cost and required heat transfer area for polymers previously

studied as thermal desalination heat transfer component candidates (HDPE, PTFE,

and PEEK) to achieve the same total heat transfer rate as a baseline titanium plate.

The titanium plate is assumed to have a thickness of 500 mm, while the polymer

thicknesses are varied from 25 to 500 mm. The results are plotted in terms of cost

and area ratios, normalized to the absolute cost and area for a titanium plate

equivalent with h = 10,000 Wm�2K�1.

As seen in the figure, the potential cost savings with polymer heat exchangers de-

pends strongly on polymer type. Due to the higher raw material cost of PTFE and

PEEK, neither polymer remains cost-effective relative to titanium above critical

wall thicknesses of approximately 340 mm and 160 mm, respectively. At these critical

wall thicknesses, approximately 83 and 53 more heat transfer areas are required,

respectively. PEEK is a suitable candidate mainly for thin-film heat exchanger appli-

cations that benefit from its superior mechanical properties. An HDPE plate remains

less than 1/10th the cost of a titanium plate for wall thicknesses up to 500 mm, which

supports the use of HDPE as a low-cost filler material for thicker composite polymer

applications.

We note that just comparing raw material cost is overly simplistic, as a full cost

analysis must account for additional details such as the cost of material process-

ing, manufacturing, and any necessary mechanical support structures. Addition-

ally, this simplified one-dimensional heat transfer analysis neglects the impact

of lateral wall conduction in real systems that will likely widen the gap between

polymer and metal heat transfer performance. However, this does provide an

initial perspective on which polymers may be more suitable for different heat

transfer applications.
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EXPECTED IMPACTS AND FUTURE RESEARCH NEEDS FOR HEAT
TRANSFER INNOVATIONS IN THERMAL DESALINATION

Impact assessment of major heat transfer innovation categories

Themarket need for high salinity brine concentrators is growing exponentially as water

treatment providers turn to nontraditional sources in settings without facile brine

disposal solutions. Though ongoing research on membrane-based high pressure

reverse osmosis,172 osmotically assisted reverse osmosis,173 and low salt rejection

reverse osmosis174 may ultimately provide a more energy efficient pathway for

high salinity brine concentration,17 the proven performance of thermal brine

concentration systems positions them as essential components of inland water desa-

lination systems for decades to come. As described in the previous sections of this re-

view, heat transfer research motivated by other fields, such as thermal management

and refrigeration, offers potentially large performance improvement gains to these

thermal systems. Although experimental work will be critical to investigating the

long-term performance of novel devices/materials under desalination- specific oper-

ating conditions, analysis work that quantitatively establishes key technoeconomic

metrics is equally important. In particular, heat transfer innovations must reduce the

levelized cost of water ($/m3) amortized over the full lifespan of the system.

This section of the review aims to fill that gap qualitatively, thus establishing a frame-

work for future quantitative analysis. We summarize and provide commentary on the

potential cost-performance impacts of each of the previously reviewed research

areas, consisting of (1) novel geometries enabled by additive manufacturing, (2)

surface engineering to promote dropwise condensation, and (3) polymer/poly-

mer-composite heat exchangers. We also critically examine remaining research

needs and knowledge gaps that must be filled before the three previously discussed

research areas can be feasibly applied to thermal, evaporative-based water treat-

ment systems. We note that the cost-performance impacts of each of these research

areas is not necessarily distinct; in fact, there is significant potential for synergistic

effects between the three innovation categories. For instance, the ultimate combina-

tion could be an additively manufactured composite polymer condenser that

promotes dropwise condensation. For the sake of comparison, however, we

consider the impacts of these areas independently.

Additive manufacturing is an exciting field that has only recently begun to see appli-

cation to heat exchangers. In the near term, it is most realistic to envision additively

manufactured heat exchangers for pre-heating/sensible energy recovery in thermal

desalination and brine concentration systems as opposed to completely redesigned

evaporator/condenser units. A major reason for this is that a distinct advantage of

additive manufacturing is the ability to manifest novel geometries discovered

through computational methods such as topology optimization, which are currently

not sophisticated enough to capture processes involving phase change.

Costing of additively manufactured heat exchangers remains an open question and

depends on the number of required support structures, overall material use, and

minimum feature size.175 The majority of additively manufactured heat exchanger

studies in literature have been performed for low volume, lab-scale prototypes

where additive manufacturing is cost effective because either (1) the part was too

complex for traditional manufacturing or (2) the need for expensive tooling and

molds was eliminated. At higher production volumes, however, processes such as

injection molding benefit from economies of scale, while additively manufactured

parts will not see substantial reductions in cost as part volume is increased.176
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An example of where additive manufacturing has proven to be cost effective is the

aerospace industry, where complex components have a higher price tolerance, favor

small production runs and customization, and require quick turnaround times.177,178

Existing thermal desalination heat transfer components, in contrast, comprise tube

and sheet geometries that are readily mass produced with traditional manufacturing

approaches and are expected to last the lifetime of the plant. Additively manufac-

tured heat transfer components will likely need to offer significant reductions in

heat transfer area to be cost competitive with current large-scale thermal desalina-

tion components.

The overall cost-performance impact of additively manufactured heat exchangers in

thermal desalination also depends on trade-offs between heat transfer enhance-

ment and increased pressure drop. From a cost standpoint, the reduction in heat

exchanger capital costs by using a smaller area and more effective heat exchanger

must be greater than the addition of required electricity operating costs for extra

pumping power. From an energy consumption perspective, a novel heat exchanger

with a higher heat transfer coefficient will reduce exergy destruction due to temper-

ature differences but will experience a higher amount of exergy destruction due to

flow friction. As a result, the cost optimal solution may not be the most thermody-

namically optimal solution.

Finally, as mentioned in ‘‘novel heat transfer geometries for pre-heating and energy

recovery,’’ additively manufactured parts can also suffer from a range of defects,

including altered corrosion behavior, higher porosity, and higher surface roughness

that may require additional post processing steps to resolve. Such post processing

steps pose additional cost burdens on additively manufactured parts and increase

fabrication complexity, reducing the advantage of additive manufacturing over

traditional manufacturing approaches. Until such defects can be resolved, reproduc-

ibility and reliability concerns may preclude the use of additively manufactured parts

in thermal desalination systems.

The cost and performance of dropwise condensation and dropwise-promoting coat-

ings, on the other hand, have been extensively characterized in literature. Most are

insufficiently robust or too costly for desalination applications. Previous case studies

for systems operating under thermal desalination conditions or similar have esti-

mated that an economical dropwise-promoting coating should increase the heat

transfer component cost by no more than approximately 20% and enhance the

condensation heat transfer coefficient by at least 53.126,179 These cost analyses as-

sume only a single application of a dropwise-promoting coating and reliable oper-

ation throughout the entire lifetime, and do not account for maintenance costs if the

dropwise coating were to degrade. Based on the review conducted in ‘‘surface coat-

ings to enhance condensation heat transfer,’’ no current dropwise-promoting

coating fulfills these metrics. The most reliable coatings demonstrated so far rely

on vacuum-based systems with approximate application costs of $10/m2.140–142

Assuming an average heat transfer component cost per area of $100/m2, a total

plant lifetime of 30 years, and an optimistic assumption of a 5-year coating lifetime,

an economical coating would need to cost less than approximately $3/m2 per

application. This does not include additional maintenance costs associated with

the tear-down/rebuild of the condenser itself. With the same assumptions, a coating

with a lifetime of only 1 year would need to cost less than $0.7/m2.

A potential innovation area that could improve the prospect of dropwise-promoting

coatings is the development of in situ coating options. Although we are not aware of
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existing approaches that have demonstrated in situ reapplication of the coating

methods described in this review to large-scale heat transfer systems, developing

such processes could reduce downtime and eliminate the need for system disas-

sembly. Current thermal desalination systems already have processes in place to

flush the interior of heat transfer components with acid cleaning solutions, making

it feasible that similar processes could be leveraged to reapply a dropwise-promot-

ing coating. There may be an opportunity to borrow from well-established in situ

methods to apply corrosion-resistant coatings in underground pipelines, which typi-

cally involve flushing the pipeline with slugs of epoxy resin, then pushing through a

‘‘pig,’’ or specially designed insert to control the coating thickness.180 In situ recoat-

ing of external surfaces, however, may be more difficult. Spray-based approaches

are likely the most feasible, though the tightly packed nature of typical condenser

tube bundles may make it challenging to achieve uniform coating coverage.

We note also that even without degradation of the dropwise-promoting coating, a

uniform 53 enhancement in the condensation heat transfer coefficient may be an

optimistic assumption. Dropwise condensation may naturally transition to filmwise

condensation, depending on the surface subcooling181 and condensate removal

pathway. The presence of noncondensable gases (NCGs) can also minimize the

impact of dropwise condensation by increasing the vapor transport resistance.

While current thermal desalination systems remove NCGs through deaerators,

vacuum pumps, and steam ejectors,182,183 even trace amounts of NCGs can reduce

the effective enhancement of dropwise condensation to less than 23.184 The major-

ity of the aforementioned condensation studies have also been performed under

ideal laboratory scale conditions on single tubes or plates, whereas individual

tube-level condensation heat transfer coefficients in large bundles, such as those

used in MSF, may vary depending on tube location. Furthermore, most research

on dropwise-promoting surfaces has focused on external flows, whereas internal

forced condensation is the dominant mode in falling film evaporators used in

MED and MVC systems. Although studies have confirmed the possibility of heat

transfer enhancement with dropwise and/or jumping droplet condensation in inter-

nal flows,185,186 more research is needed to understand the implications of different

vapor flow configurations on dropwise promoter reliability and degree of

enhancement.

In contrast, polymer heat exchanger technology is considerably more mature and

may be readily adoptable to thermal desalination and brine concentration in the

near future. As discussed in ‘‘polymers as heat transfer materials,’’ polymers maintain

a clear cost advantage over metals in thermal desalination applications with thin

walls or higher thermal conductivity (�20Wm�1K�1) composites. Thin-film polymers

are better suited for plate-based configurations such as falling plate evaporators,

where mechanical support can be easily integrated, while thicker polymer compos-

ites are likely the most feasible alternatives for tube-based configurations such as

evaporator/condenser bundles used in MED or MSF systems. Based on cost break-

downs of existing MED and MSF systems,32,187 a 40%–50% evaporator/condenser

capital cost reduction based on the lower raw material cost of polymer composite-

based tubing168 could reduce the levelized cost of water by more than 10%. Further

cost advantages may also arise from the inherently lower surface energy of polymer

heat transfer surfaces, which could reduce scaling-related maintenance costs and

improve condenser-side heat transfer coefficients.

The larger footprint requirement of polymer heat transfer components must be

weighed against potential cost savings. System compactness may be a limiting
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factor, depending on thermal desalination system type, site location, and land

availability. The larger area requirement of polymer devices may potentially be

offset, however, by innovations in heat transfer component design that leverage

the flexibility of polymers. Recent developments in spiral-wound thin-film poly-

mer-based heat exchangers and membrane distillation modules, for instance,188

confer the ability to greatly increase the heat transfer area over the same volume

and footprint requirement. More widespread implementation of such geometries

with conductive polymer composites could present significant advantage over

metallic-based components, which typically cannot be rolled into such tightly

wound configurations.189

Future development of flexible, compact polymeric heat transfer components to

maximize heat transfer area to volume ratios in thermal desalination systems will

benefit from further innovation in polymer manufacturing processes. Although addi-

tive manufacturing may not be suitable at this stage to fabricate an entire polymer

heat exchanger device, it may still bring value in combination with other large-scale,

high-throughput processes such as roll-to-roll manufacturing. Recent industry ap-

proaches to print 3D spacers on membranes for reverse osmosis and MD,190 for

instance, could be translated to create mechanical support structures on thin

polymer films. These could then be stacked to form falling film evaporators or rolled

into compact spiral-wound heat transfer modules.

Long-term reliability poses the largest source of uncertainty regarding the applica-

tion of polymer heat transfer devices in thermal desalination. The CTE of polymers is

much higher than metals and may introduce incompatibilities with other system

components after repeated thermal cycling. The corrosion resistance and chemical

compatibility of polymer composites in the presence of high salinity brines also need

further characterization. Though the polymer matrix in a composite may have

excellent corrosion resistance and chemical compatibility, the conductive filler

particles (which are frequently metallic) may not. Many thermally conductive poly-

mer composites are currently being designed and commercialized for electronics

packaging applications.191 While thermal desalination and brine concentration

applications will be able to borrow from much of the progress in this area, future

research requires testing and design of composites with process-specific constraints

in mind.

The main conclusions surrounding these different review topics are summarized in

Table 2, which qualitatively assesses the current outlook for these three different

research areas based on expected cost impact, performance impact, and total

impact on the unit product cost of water. Overall, additively manufactured

heat exchangers are an early-stage technology with potential part reliability

and reproducibility concerns that must be addressed before application to

thermal desalination. The most immediate benefit of additive manufacturing

may be in combination with other large-scale manufacturing processes.

Dropwise-promoting surfaces have the potential to greatly improve condenser-

side performances in thermal desalination, but the lack of reliable, low-cost coat-

ings renders this technology prohibitively expensive, even after nearly a century

of dedicated research. Unless a significant technological breakthrough

occurs, this may not be a viable route for thermal desalination energy and cost

savings in the foreseeable future. In the near term, polymer-based heat ex-

changers emerge as the most promising area for cost reduction in thermal

desalination and brine concentration systems and deserve priority as a future

research objective.
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Table 2. Qualitative summary of the expected impact on cost, performance, and total unit product cost of water for the three reviewed research

areas of additively manufactured heat exchangers, dropwise-promoting condensation surfaces, and polymer/polymer-composite heat exchangers.

Research area Cost impact Performance impact Total impact on unit product cost of water

Additively manufactured
heat exchangers

Most likely cost increase due
to simplicity of current plate/
tube-based components.
May find better application
in combination with other
large-scale manufacturing
processes.

Higher heat transfer efficiencies
possible with novel, topology-
optimized geometries.

Likely overall cost burden due to relative
fabrication ease of existing heat transfer
components. Part defects and post processing
requirements also increase cost burden.

Dropwise condensation
promoting coatings

Cost increase depending on
price of coating and required
maintenance cycle.

Substantial opportunity for
improvement. More than 53
increase in condensation heat
transfer coefficient possible
(�50% improvement in overall
condenser heat transfer coefficient).

Overall cost burden based on expensive
costs of current coatings (�$10/m2)
and/or insufficient reliability (�1 year).

Polymeric heat transfer
materials

Capital heat transfer equipment
cost savings of 40%–50% possible
for polymer-based heat transfer
components.

Moderately worse/comparable
performance to existing components
if (1) polymer is thin enough or (2)
composite fillers added.

Possibility for significant cost savings
(�10% reduction in unit product cost)
near term.
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Emerging heat transfer research needs

Finally, we briefly outline a few additional emerging areas of thermal desalination

heat transfer research that fall outside the scope of the current review but may be

of interest to readers for further future exploration. First is the thermo-fluidic

optimization of thermal desalination systems that leverage porous wicks to facilitate

evaporation and passive liquid delivery. Although this review focused on large-scale

commercial systems with active fluid pumping, passive fluid wicking can be used to

drive heat andmass transfer in smaller scale systems such as thermally localized solar

desalination192 or air gap diffusion distillation.193 The water productivity, efficiency,

and cost of these systems would benefit from future research efforts targeting

advanced evaporator designs to reduce vapor transport resistances,194 system-level

optimization to reduce radiative,195 conductive, and convective heat losses,192 and

multi-stage configurations to enable latent heat recovery.196 Solar-driven applica-

tions are particularly in need of materials with multi-functional capabilities, such as

porous, thermally insulating, and spectrally selective solar absorbers that maximize

and minimize solar absorptivity and emissivity, respectively.197

An additional area of interest is heat transfer enhancement through modification of

the working fluid properties. Nanoparticle dispersions, for instance, can improve

heat transfer in membrane distillation by increasing feed stream thermal conductiv-

ities.198 Nanofluids made from highly light-absorbing nanoparticles such as carbon

nanotubes and graphene oxide can increase solar absorption, raising evaporation

efficiencies in solar-driven water treatment processes.199,200 Two-phase flows

created through processes such as gas bubbling201 or ultrasonic wave-induced cavi-

tation202 can also increase turbulence and disrupt boundary layers, reducing surface

fouling and enhancing heat transfer coefficients.201 Since the water-gas interface of

a bubble acts as a natural semi-permeable membrane that allows water vapor to

pass through while filtering ions, gas bubbling can also facilitate both condensa-

tion203 and evaporation204 in desalination processes. Bubble column evaporators

that rely on streams of hot bubbles to evaporate feedwater have been demonstrated

at pilot-scale205 and potentially offer attractive, lower energy consumption alterna-

tives to traditional thermal desalination processes.

A final area of interest is a deeper exploration of mixed media heat transfer compo-

nents with multi-functional properties. Distinct from composites where two or more
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materials are blended to form a new material, mixed media devices macroscopically

combine different materials to satisfy multiple objective functions. We briefly

described an example of a mixed media heat exchanger in ‘‘novel heat transfer

geometries for pre-heating and energy recovery,’’ but this remains a largely

unexplored area. Devices made from a combination of hydrophilic and hydropho-

bic materials, for instance, may be able to enable new evaporator/condenser

configurations with surface properties tailored for each function. Surfaces with

mixed hydrophilic/hydrophobic regions can also enhance boiling heat transfer

by increasing bubble nucleation and preventing vapor film formation.206 While ad-

ditive manufacturing presents one potential pathway to fabricate such mixed

media devices, hybrid metal-polymer heat transfer devices have also been manufac-

tured with roll-to-roll processes.207

Overall, there are substantial opportunities for heat transfer innovations to offer

transformative improvements in the energy consumption and cost of thermal water

treatment processes. We hope that this review will be useful to both the water and

heat transfer communities to enable future collaborative research efforts in these

areas.
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S1. Compilation of cost data for different thermal desalination technologies

Technology Capacity [m3/d] LCOW [$/m3] Sources
MSF 37,850 1.582 [1] ([21] in main text)
MSF 189,250 1.339 [1]
MSF 880,000-89,000 1.02-1.74 [2] ([22] in main text)
MSF 31,822 1.044 [3] ([23] in main text)
MSF 50,000 1.912 [4] ([24] in main text)
MED 37,850 1.336 [1]
MED 189,250 1.128 [1]
MED 800,000-13,300 1.12-1.50 [2]
MED 31,822 0.953 [3]
MED 50,000 1.283 [4]
MVC 37,850 0.867 [1]
MVC 1128 1.8 [5] ([25] in main text)
MVC 1200 2.43 [6] ([26] in main text)
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